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Abstract—Distributed tracing tools have emerged in recent years to enable operators of modern internet applications to troubleshoot cross-component problems in deployed applications. Due to the rich, detailed diagnostic data captured by distributed tracing tools, effectively presenting this data is important. However, use of visualisation to enable sensemaking of this complex data in distributed tracing tools has received relatively little attention. Consequently, operators struggle to make effective use of existing tools. In this paper we present the first characterisation of distributed tracing visualisation through a qualitative interview study with six practitioners from two large internet companies. Across two rounds of 1-on-1 interviews we use grounded theory coding to establish users, extract concrete use cases and identify shortcomings of existing distributed tracing tools. We derive guidelines for development of future distributed tracing tools and expose several open research problems that have wide reaching implications for visualisation research and other domains.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern internet applications such as social networks and e-commerce sites are large-scale and distributed; their application logic comprises many inter-operating services deployed across different physical machines, all communicating over the network. The term microservices is often used to denote this architectural style of building applications. After these applications are deployed, developers and operators can make use of Distributed Tracing tools (DT) to observe, record, and troubleshoot the application’s ongoing end-to-end behavior [1]. Distributed tracing emerged over the past decade in tandem with modern distributed application designs. Today, distributed tracing is gaining maturity, with recent open-source frameworks [2], [3], interfaces [4], standardisation [5] and bespoke solutions from startup companies [6], [7].

DT tools record rich, detailed execution traces of requests executed by the application – e.g. search queries, web page loads, or other top-level user interactions. Each trace portrays the end-to-end execution of a request, combining data from many services and machines. A single trace can be complex, since modern applications are large in scale and distributed across many servers, with dynamic topologies. Each request will involve many service calls across many machines; e.g., loading the home feed of a social media application will entail an execution spanning social graph databases, user and authentication services, advertising backends, and many more [8]. As such, effective use of this large and complex data presents a number of unique challenges in visualisation research.

Application developers, system operators, and site reliability engineers use DT to understand and troubleshoot deployed applications. They do so by querying and visually inspecting large, continually-generated datasets of traces [9]; system operators thus need effective visualisations to efficiently troubleshoot large and complex trace data. However, DT research to date has focused on the technical infrastructure for capturing trace data with relatively little focus on the end-user requirements of DT. Visualisations present in today’s DT tools and published research literature were often developed for convenience and it is difficult to ascertain which, if any, aspects of their design were user-driven. Simultaneously, users of existing open-source and proprietary DT tools often struggle to work effectively and cite problems with usability or the design of the data visualisation itself (cf. §2.3). We posit that there is a critical missing piece hindering adoption of existing solutions: namely, foundational work toward understanding the challenges and potential benefits in the relatively nascent use of visualisation solutions in distributed tracing.

In this paper we present a qualitative interview study with six practitioners of DT across two large internet companies. Our study includes prominent users and maintainers of multiple different DT tools, both open-source and bespoke. We conducted two rounds of 1-on-1 interviews, establishing the setting of our users, discussing the problem area, and observing their interactions with existing tooling. From these interviews, our qualitative analysis identifies key use cases and challenges for DT tools. Finally, we synthesise eight guidelines for the design of DT. These outcomes provide the first systematic characterisation of this rich problem area for visualisation research. The guidelines (i) provide a framework for future development of DT analysis tools; (ii) identify opportunities for applying established techniques from visualisation literature to DT; and (iii) expose open problem areas, beyond the domain of DT, which visualisation could play a key role in solving.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Motivation

DT is primarily used to monitor and troubleshoot a deployed application’s runtime behavior. For example, a system operator might ask questions like “why was this search query slow?” Answering such questions is deceptively difficult because modern applications are typically built as distributed systems of inter-operating microservices. One request (e.g., the search query) has
Where does trace data come from? When a developer wishes to use DT in their application, they link a DT library and use an application-level tracing API to record information. The DT library will record and transmit the logged events; DT backends will store them in a database. Developers and system operators can subsequently access traces via the web UI of the framework.

Trace. One trace represents one end-to-end request. Fig. 1 illustrates a trace of a “ComposePost” request in the DeathStar social network application [8], a small-scale open-source microservice benchmark. Each trace is a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of spans (vertices) and relationships (edges).

2.2 Distributed Tracing Overview

We introduce the key concepts of DT with reference to Fig. 1, which illustrates a “swimlane” visualisation ubiquitous in DT.

**Where does trace data come from?** When a developer wishes to use DT in their application, they link a DT library and use an application-level tracing API to record information. The DT library will record and transmit the logged events; DT backends will store them in a database. Developers and system operators can subsequently access traces via the web UI of the framework.

**Trace.** One trace represents one end-to-end request. Fig. 1 illustrates a trace of a “ComposePost” request in the DeathStar social network application [8], a small-scale open-source microservice benchmark. Each trace is a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of spans (vertices) and relationships (edges).

Spans. Spans are the building blocks of a trace: a span represents a segment of processing that occurred, such as a single function execution, a single thread execution, or a remote procedure call (RPC). The granularity of a span is chosen by the software developer when using the tracing API. Spans include timing information, and the developer can attach arbitrary key-value attributes using the tracing API (e.g., "span_name:UploadMedia"). The horizontal bars in Fig. 1 depict spans, their latency, and the “span_name” attribute. Developers can annotate spans with timestamped log messages (not depicted in Fig. 1). The information in a span is developer-provided and thus varies between different applications or even services within the same application.

**Relationships.** Traces also capture relationships between spans, which typically correspond to inter-thread or inter-service communication. For example, RPC communication is recorded as a parent-child relationship between the caller and callee spans. Fig. 1 depicts parent-child relationships using indentation and nesting. Spans can have arbitrary relationships to other spans, but parent-child relationships are most common in RPC-based applications. Like spans, relationships can have additional attributes and annotations.

2.3 Visualisation

The following descriptions do not refer to a single visualisation, but are common features across most state-of-the-art solutions.

**Accessing Traces.** Traces are hosted in a backend database and exposed via a web interface. Users (i.e., developers and operators) can find traces by searching on high-level, common attributes such as a specific service, API call type, or time window. From the list of matches, users can select an individual trace for closer inspection.

**Swimlane View.** The swimlane – also referred to as waterfall – visualisation is the canonical way to visualise individual traces used by prior DT frameworks [9], [10]. It enables users to manually investigate an individual request in detail as part of a troubleshooting task. Fig. 1 shows a representative example of a trace visualisation in Jaeger, the state-of-the-art open-source DT framework. The trace depicts a timeline of a single request, with spans depicted horizontally and sorted vertically. Some visualisations explicitly depict relationships as lines between spans [13]; however in Fig. 1 relationships are implicit based on vertical ordering and indentation of span names. Additional information such as annotations and key-value attributes of spans are typically available by clicking on a span (through a dialog box or side panel). An individual trace can be large (thousands of spans; several MB in size) so there is typically some form of pan-zoom navigation. Although swimlane visualisations are widespread in practice, there is no known rigorous justification for their design, and users often encounter difficulties, e.g., missing critical features, inconsistencies in presentation, time-consuming and confusing manual steps, and more [14], [15].

**Alternate Views.** Some DT tools do offer alternatives to the swimlane view, such as Jaeger’s service dependency view, and many tools offer multiple subtly different approaches to view the same trace, such as SkyWalking’s List, Tree, and Table views. However, every tool that we examined (whose capabilities are covered in Table 1) used the traditional swimlane view. From our interviews and analysis of features, the swimlane view appears to be the most pervasive and so we focus on this.

**Aggregate visualisations.** DT can capture large volumes of traces: Facebook reports over 1 billion traces per day [9]. Overall, the
collection of request traces represents the system’s behavior as a whole. Some recent systems provide visualisations for aggregate analysis. For example, Canopy extracts per-trace metrics to a tabular form, which operators can then query using standard timeseries database interfaces [9] (e.g. “what is the latency distribution of the url-shorten-service service”). Jaeger provides an experimental trace comparison feature to compare the structure of a trace to a set of other traces [16]. Like the swimlane view, design choices and alternatives are not discussed in these prior works.

2.4 Related Work

DT shares similarities with program and software tracing that have also utilised visualisation [17], [18] including work in single-machine application tracing which utilises a similar swim lane approach [19]. However, several aspects of DT make it significantly different from these approaches:

**Distributed.** DT combines trace events from multiple machines, must correctly distinguish concurrent requests, and must coherently order events. Existing single-machine tracing techniques do not trivially extend to a distributed setting.

**Ad-hoc Data.** DT data is generated at the application level and there are few guarantees about the structure, contents, or detail of trace data. Different developers and application components can choose to record different things.

**No model or schema.** The application’s workload and topology are dynamic and change often. The DT user often does not have any access to source code or data schema, and there is no reliable model of the system’s components and dependencies. Conversely, traditional approaches deal with individual runs of binaries in offline settings, often with access to source code.

**Datasets of traces.** DT records many traces of many requests; by contrast traditional tracing approaches are concerned with individual program runs in isolation. DT aims to connect and compare individual trace executions to this aggregate context.

**Online setting.** DT targets large always-on systems; traces are continually generated; and users care about trends and changes over time. By contrast traditional approaches typically trace individual runs of binaries in an offline setting.

**Timing.** With no global clock, DT orders events using the “happens-before” relation [20]. Single program traces are less ambiguous due to accurate timing from a shared clock.

**Use Cases.** Survey work from 2014 found that traditional program tracing use cases could be simplified to: global comprehension, problem detection, and diagnosis and attribute [21]. These are aligned to use cases we establish later (§5) but have important differences. Single program tracing is concerned with drilling down to the instruction or function level, and debugging programs in standalone environments. DT has a much coarser granularity and is concerned with the macro level such as identifying the service where a problem is occurring and contacting the service owner. DT is also used much more proactively to pre-empt bottlenecks and mitigate them, rather than reacting to exhibited problems.

Prior works often have a specific use case focus, e.g. detecting latency [22] or debugging [18]. Conversely, our work lays foundations to establish the problem area of DT, why visualisation is necessary for it, why existing solutions fail to satisfy the use cases, and steps that future work can take to mitigate this.

Despite these differences, work in DT visualisation can still be informed by this work, e.g., in areas such as visualising parallel traces which occur concurrently [22] and the use of adaptive timescales [17]. Most work in this area introduces solutions and evaluates their efficacy [22]; however, what this prior work collectively lacks is a systematic and in-depth understanding of the fundamental nature of the problems. Therefore, instead of introducing another solution for DT, we first provide a rich characterisation of the domain and associated problems.

Performance visualisations are also widely used in other High Performance Computing domains [23], with some work focusing explicitly on user requirements [24]. Other performance and troubleshooting scenarios have considered visualisations such as flame graphs [25] for resource consumption. Dashboards for system monitoring [26] have also utilised visualisation in detecting and analysing anomalous performance in cloud systems. Contributions from these areas may be relevant, but there are fundamental differences and users have different tasks and goals. A goal of our study is to solidify these goals in the DT domain and extract a characterisation highlighting the unique challenges DT presents.

Throughout this paper we identify several avenues of visualisation research that can be applied to DT. This includes work on optimal graphical encoding channels for various data types [27]; visualisation design mantras such as “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” [28] or focus+context [29]; evaluation methodologies [30], [31]; and lessons learned from applications for program understanding and debugging [32]. Future work can also be influenced by work investigating the use of guidance in visual analytics [33] and the difficulty of designing visualisations for specialist domains [34] – specifically how designers can collaborate with domain experts to efficiently design practical and useful tools.

3 Interview Study

Qualitative interview studies are useful for understanding and characterising a problem area, especially from an end-user perspective. Interview studies have helped in advancing diverse fields such as data journalism [35] and requirements engineering [36]. Adjacent to DT, interview studies of data analysis tasks [37], [38] have had wide-reaching impact on the subsequent development of data analysis tools [39], [40]; likewise studies of dashboard design [41], [42] laid the foundations of later visualisation designs [43]. Correspondingly, we hope to influence future work on DT visualisation, as no prior characterisations exist of this problem area.

In this section, we describe a qualitative interview study performed with six DT practitioners from two large internet companies. Our goal is to characterise the problem area by: (a) establishing the common user roles of DT visualisations (cf. §4); (b) establishing typical use cases and workflows (cf. §5); (c) identifying challenges with existing tooling and where it does not meet users’ needs (cf. §6); and (d) synthesising guidelines for the development of future distributed tracing visualisation solutions (cf. §7).

3.1 Participants and Setting

DT is nascent, and consequently widespread adoption and understanding of DT analytics is still in its infancy. Yet, in order for us to understand the existing problems, it is crucial to work with highly experienced participants. We sought users with experience of popular open source tooling. Furthermore, seeing how companies adopted these open source solutions into bespoke visualisations enabled us to learn from their approaches. The resulting pool of potential participants was consequently small, when factoring in our other inclusion criteria.
We used network and reputation-case selection [44] to contact two large internet companies. One company exclusively used open source solutions and the other had developed an in-house bespoke DT solution over several years. Initially, we sought to recruit users of DT solutions who were also involved in its maintenance: a backend and frontend developer of the tracing systems at each company. Taking inspiration from the winnow and cast stage (solidifying collaborators and roles) of the design study framework [45] we expanded this to include a user from each company who exclusively consumed visualisations and was not involved in maintenance. This resulted in a total of six participants (one maintainer, developer, and user from each company) who each had 5+ years of experience with DT. The participants were:

- **P1** Technical lead overseeing DT projects at company A, including backend and frontend development. Active maintainer of a leading open source tracing solution.
- **P2** Technical lead of performance and observability visualisation at company A, primarily focused on frontend development.
- **P3** Data scientist working on prelaunch product at company A, daily workflow heavily involves DT.
- **P4** Visualisation designer on the performance team at company B, focused on frontend development.
- **P5** Senior engineer responsible for DT infrastructure at company B, including backend and frontend development, and maintainer of a leading open source tracing solution.
- **P6** Senior Software Reliability Engineer for major product at company B, daily workflow significantly incorporates DT.

All interviews took place using a video conference system. Where appropriate we asked participants to share their screens. All participants spoke with us from a typical working location.

### 3.2 Method

We follow established guidelines for planning and executing qualitative interview studies [44] and adopt approaches used for interview studies in similar fields [37], [38]. We designed an interview guide [44] to ensure each participant covered a core set of questions; otherwise, interviews were semi-structured [46], [47] to allow participants to highlight what they thought was important, and to allow broad coverage of the problem area. The first round aimed to characterise DT tools, users, and use cases. For the second round we observed each participant using their existing tools and asked for explanations of their workflows and to highlight problem areas. Each interview lasted between 1 to 2 hours and was video and audio recorded and transcribed by the lead author.

We applied a grounded theory approach [48] to extract salient codes from each interview. The lead author then applied an open coding approach to the interview transcriptions [49]. The codes were iteratively reviewed by the second and third authors, and collectively discussed until a consensus was reached and the final codes were compiled. The lead author then applied affinity diagramming to form broader categories of codes, collecting and adapting the codes across all participants into coherent subsets.

To seek saturation of codes and mitigate the small size of our user pool, we revisited several themes raised by specific participants in subsequent interviews with the other interviewees. We repeatedly discussed and refined our categorisations and classifications based on coding calibration techniques described in prior research [50]. After four iterations we reached a set of stable codes for the users and use cases after our first set of interviews.

During the first interviews, some codes emerged relating to tooling-specific commentary. As it was not the focus the saturation of these was unclear. Therefore, during the second interview we explored how users interacted with their existing tools, and the problems that arose. Following this round we followed the same coding methodology from round one and reached a set of stable codes for existing challenges.

From these three sets of codes (users, use cases, and challenges), we proceeded to identify areas for potential improvement where challenges could be addressed. The lead author drafted broad areas for improvement and after several iterations with co-authors we arrived at a set of improvement areas which formed the basis of our design guidelines. To ensure a comprehensive accounting of our findings, we utilised a framework to map each improvement area to a challenge. We adapted the improvement areas to extract eight guidelines for design which ultimately gave us full coverage of our extracted challenges that users faced frequently.

### 4 User Roles

In the first interview round we asked our participants to classify the user groups involved with DT. Participants consistently identified two main groups: developers and consumers. Our participants P1, P2, P4, and P5 represent this first group and participants P3 and P6 the latter. All 6 of the participants identified this divide. Developers maintain the tools themselves and also frequently interact with frontends. Developers subdivide into these three categories: backend engineers, Software Development Kit (SDK) engineers, and visualisation / frontend engineers. Backend engineers focus on the implementation of the DT instrumentation. SDK engineers were primarily considered to be responsible for backend focused work, such as sampling policy. Visualisation and frontend engineers develop the existing frontend tooling that the companies used, or tweak open-source implementations. Developers have an in-depth understanding of the functionalities and data available with DT, as they are involved in implementing the tooling themselves.

Consumers make use of trace data for troubleshooting and analysis tasks. Consumers primarily interact with the DT frontends and do not require knowledge of DT internals. Consumers include developers of individual services within an application; developers responsible for the underlying infrastructure; and site reliability engineers responsible for application reliability end-to-end. The most notable finding concerning consumers was that they are isolated from one-another. An organisation as a whole may have many DT consumers, but in any given developer team there would typically only be one engineer who was an expert in DT and would use it extensively; other engineers on the team use it occasionally, or not at all. We found that these expert DT consumers had minimal communication across teams and as a result had little insight about how other consumers were using the tools available.

### 5 Use Cases

We summarise the use cases in five main categories, plus a handful of less common use cases that could not be clearly categorised.

**Incident localisation.** Troubleshooting arose as the most prevalent use case from all interviews. Participants often described having to localise incidents and using DT to narrow down where an actual problem had occurred. The purpose of this localisation is
to identify the service containing the root cause, and by extension the correct engineering team to contact – DT is not heavily used to subsequently identify the location of errors in the code.

**Application behaviour in aggregate.** Every participant described a workflow starting from aggregate metrics before narrowing down to specific traces to inspect. Moreover, many investigations do not involve interacting with individual trace visualisations in any form; in this case users work only with recorded metrics and aggregated data over sets of traces. Understanding latency distributions of traces and spans emerged as a prevalent use case.

**Proactive measures.** DT data is heavily leveraged for proactive measures such as resource and capacity planning. Some proactive measures are necessary due to technical limitations of the tracing system. For example, reactive troubleshooting is impractical if it requires recording new information as it can take hours to days for changes to be incorporated and new data ready to be queried.

**Network connectivity.** Users want to leverage the causal nature of DT to understand the connectivity of services within their application. Two specific use cases emerged. First, understanding how a service connects to other services in its immediate neighbourhood – who it calls and who calls it. Second, understanding the indirect impact of service calls on downstream services and how upstream services dictate the number of times their service was called.

**Trace inspection and hypothesis validation and generation.** Users often seek exemplar traces for validating hypotheses. Typically, users arrive at individual traces only after utilising other tools or manually querying trace data. Users generate their hypotheses using these other tools then navigate to individual traces to validate that hypothesis. This is a two-way process, with inspection often leading to new hypotheses and revisiting of other tools. As part of this workflow users commonly compare two or more traces.

**Further specific use cases.** Participants described a handful of other use cases. One of significant note was the use of DT to analyse timing and latency details more closely. This could involve looking at latency distributions, but mainly using the richness of DT data to see timing details per span (often manually querying the data) and to troubleshoot when discrepancies in timings arose.

### 6 Challenges

We describe the challenges that users experienced in five primary categories that are labelled Challenge (C) 1 - 5 for future reference. This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather give a sense of (potentially overlapping) challenges that users experience.

#### 6.1 C1: Mismatched Workflow

Individual trace visualisation is only one piece of the troubleshooting workflow. All participants described workflows beginning from high level metrics and aggregated overview data (tabular datasets derived from traces) and leading eventually to inspecting individual traces of interest.

Investigative processes thus often span multiple UIs and tools and feature repeated use of the same visualisations for different source data. Currently, only a very narrow portion of a task may be performed within a single visualisation or UI; users often utilise multiple different UIs and different instances of specific visualisations when performing an analysis.

> "This tool is a remarkably good and dense visualisation but it is at a certain high level of abstraction, so you’d want to couple it together with other tools.” – P4

This is not a one-way workflow as often users need to traverse back up the tree and move to other tools to continue their investigations. Tasks often involved users forming and validating hypotheses, and this necessarily requires a lot of exploration and backtracking, both within and across tools.

**Tools are myopic.** Despite an ecosystem of tools and workflows spanning multiple tools, by default each tool is presented as a standalone option to its users. Participants describe how visualisations attempt to be ‘one size fits all’ solutions despite being rarely used in this manner. This results in a disparate toolset and burdens users.

**Linking between tools is not supported.** Despite a common progression from overview down to trace inspection, tools are not coupled and must be manually accessed by users, navigating to the relevant data from scratch each time. All participants expressed a desire for linking between tools for more direct navigation and frustration at siloed tools slowing down troubleshooting. In §8 we discuss industry efforts to address myopic tools and their linking.

**Missing broader context.** Individual trace inspection is typically just one step in a broader troubleshooting workflow. For example, a user might inspect a trace to determine if it exemplifies some performance anomaly; the broader context of what the anomaly is derives from prior steps in the workflow. Participants described how they do not gain significant benefit from any one tool or visualisation in isolation. However, existing tools only present trace data in a generic way, regardless of how or why a user arrived at the tool. For example, observing an individual trace and its relative timings is not valuable unless you know whether these timings are slower or faster compared to the general corpus of traces.

#### 6.2 C2: Excessive User Burden

DT supports diverse user groups, a wide range of use cases, and each investigation can be slightly different. Likewise, traces are a rich data source with a large number of attributes attached to every aspect of a trace; for example, every span will have multiple key-value pairs and annotations. Consequently there are a multitude of different ways to visualise traces. Existing tools attempt to satisfy the broad range of use cases, yet offer little customisation, resulting in cluttered visualisations containing frequently unnecessary and distracting information for users.

**Irrelevant data.** Users have different requirements about which data they want to see and how they interact with the visualisations. This encumbers experienced users; most participants expressed frustration at the way information was displayed to them and discussed having to learn to just ignore aspects of it.

Experienced users are distracted by the information irrelevant to their task and would rather narrow down to specific pieces. When demonstrating existing tools, several participants remarked that they don’t care about most of the data displayed and wish they could exclude it completely.

Participants also described how novice users suffer from information overload. For new users, trying to display all of the pertinent information is giving too much information at once.

**Useful information is often hidden.** Several participants expressed frustration that information would be buried beneath several clicks, slowing down investigations unnecessarily. In some cases, visualisations would completely omit data from a trace that users knew was present, forcing them to seek it elsewhere.

> “I need to look at the JSON for this trace to actually see what resolution these timestamps are actually in.” – P5

**Tools are myopic.** Despite an ecosystem of tools and workflows spanning multiple tools, by default each tool is presented as a standalone option to its users. Participants describe how visualisations attempt to be ‘one size fits all’ solutions despite being rarely used in this manner. This results in a disparate toolset and burdens users.

**Linking between tools is not supported.** Despite a common progression from overview down to trace inspection, tools are not coupled and must be manually accessed by users, navigating to the relevant data from scratch each time. All participants expressed a desire for linking between tools for more direct navigation and frustration at siloed tools slowing down troubleshooting. In §8 we discuss industry efforts to address myopic tools and their linking.

**Missing broader context.** Individual trace inspection is typically just one step in a broader troubleshooting workflow. For example, a user might inspect a trace to determine if it exemplifies some performance anomaly; the broader context of what the anomaly is derives from prior steps in the workflow. Participants described how they do not gain significant benefit from any one tool or visualisation in isolation. However, existing tools only present trace data in a generic way, regardless of how or why a user arrived at the tool. For example, observing an individual trace and its relative timings is not valuable unless you know whether these timings are slower or faster compared to the general corpus of traces.
Insufficient customisation. Some tools lack customisation clearly desired by users. The idea of subtly different data presentations facilitating new discoveries was present in our interviews, reflecting results in literature such as the ‘pop-out’ phenomenon [51] and different visualisations eliciting different results [52].

“For a lot of people the visual aspect, having that pop out and shifting how it appears is very useful.” – P6

Repeated effort. Users often repeat the same actions many times, both as part of distinct workflows and within the same workflow. Investigative processes often feature repeated use of the same visualisations but for different source data (e.g. opening multiple tabs to look at different exemplar traces). All participants highlighted how repeated actions and manual effort can significantly slow down investigations. In some situations this was so pronounced that our users wouldn’t carry out what they knew would be useful analysis because of the time and effort requirements.

“I would say the number one reason is that I just don’t have time. I would love to be able to explore some of this more... things I’d like to build and questions I would like to answer which I can’t at the moment” – P6

For example, users will typically arrive at a UI midway through an investigation (C1) with an idea of what they are looking for. The tools we observed with our end users often present traces with minimal interaction support requiring the user to then visually scan to find relevant details. This is a problem we see echoed in other industry efforts too (Table 1). In several of the demonstrated tools, users must perform ad-hoc visual explorations repeatedly with multiple different traces to locate details. None of the tools we observed allowed users to persist or re-use state.

Mental model. Users require a thorough mental model to interpret a trace they are shown. Users often investigate things that ‘don’t look right’, drawing from their understanding of ‘normal’ system behavior. This is feasible for experienced users but greatly increases the barrier to entry of this form of analysis to any new users.

6.3 C3: Unsupported Interactions

Several interactions featured prominently in our interviews as important parts of troubleshooting workflows, yet are unsupported in existing tools or possible only with ad-hoc workarounds.

Programmatic access. Troubleshooting with DT is inherently open-ended, so inevitably users encounter a task that is not supported by the current tooling, such as performing customised aggregate analysis over large volumes of traces. In users’ current workflows they instead must transition to programmatic APIs or console tools to load or query the underlying trace data. While programmatic access to traces is a necessary step, current tools provide no assistance. Initiating this transition is cumbersome and involves excessive manual effort to copy and paste trace IDs or write long SQL queries to obtain traces from backend storage.

Aggregate analysis. Aggregate analysis arose for a number of use cases yet is not supported in current tools beyond querying high-level tabular datasets (pre-defined features extracted from traces). Users must manually perform aggregate analysis using programmatic access, writing queries to load and process the trace data, and generating custom reports in analytic notebooks. Doing this for common tasks requires substantial repeated effort and is error prone, time-consuming, and difficult to repeat.

Navigating a trace. Existing trace visualisations assume that users are performing an open-ended manual exploration. However, following from C1, in practice users arrive at a visualisation with a specific hypothesis in mind to investigate. In these cases, exploration-based navigation is a poor fit for users, who instead would resort to ad-hoc workarounds such as using browser-based text search to identify spans with specific names.

In general, participants expressed a desire for searching on trace attributes and frustration with existing tools. Moreover, users need to search on any of elements of the trace data – even if they are not explicitly displayed in the current visualisation – since the user might have arrived via a different visualisation that does display the data, or the attributes might be hidden in the current view.

Lastly, users often want to undo or rewind actions, yet this is unsupported in existing tools. Instead, users sometimes would have to restart from the beginning.

“Remove filter just always pops you all the way back up to the top, it doesn’t keep the stack.” – P4

Trace Comparison. All participants described comparing one trace to another as an interaction modality. No existing trace visualisation system facilitates in a meaningful way comparison of one trace to another (Table 1). All users described cumbersome approaches to comparing two traces which effectively boiled down to opening up multiple browser windows and comparing visually.

6.4 C4: One Size Doesn’t Fit All

There is no consensus on the best way to visualise individual traces, and it is unlikely that one visualisation is appropriate for all tasks due to the open-ended nature of troubleshooting. However, participants described how development efforts not only focused on a ‘best’ visualisation approach, but also actively pushed deprecating existing approaches that users liked. For example, a developer describing another participant’s primarily used vis:

“Yeah so [old vis] is horrendously bad. We want to basically stop maintaining and deprecate it” – P2

Surprisingly, we learned that developers of in-house tooling currently receive minimal feedback on which aspects of the tooling are frequently used or what could be improved. This may arise in part due to tracing users being relatively disconnected (cf. §4). We believe this problem is further exacerbated for open-source tools, whose users are even further disconnected from developers.

6.5 C5: Data Quality

We identify several problems related to data quality. One was simply linked to the longevity of trace data – tracing backends only keep data for one or two weeks – making it difficult to reproduce analyses. In addition, there were problems related to malformed data: how it was presented in the UI and the impact that sampling policy could have on the truthfulness of data being presented.

Tools focus on the ‘ideal’ trace. Existing tools are designed to visualise ‘golden case’ trace data. However, troubleshooting implicitly means looking at traces that might deviate from normal to try to understand a problem. For example, troubleshooting long-running requests inherently requires visualising very large traces, which some tracing visualisations could not do.

“I know there’s no point trying to open something that’s too large in the UI” – P5

Data can be missing or malformed. Users found it difficult to ascertain if data was malformed or there was a problem with the UI. Without even knowing for sure if the problem is in the UI or the data this often leads to users simply having to throw away the trace despite it potentially holding valuable insights.
We propose eight guidelines for the future design of DT visualisation and clarify their impact on further research. The following table summarises how each of these guidelines addresses one or more of the five challenges from §6.

### 7.1 G1: Customisation and Persistence (C1, C2)
Our first guideline advocates that customisation should be a high-priority feature for DT visualisations.

**Prioritise customisation** Customisation is desirable as there are many diverse users and power users. We believe that the solution to this is to facilitate and prioritise customisation of the visualisation rather than trying to focus on one visualisation approach that satisfies all users and use cases. For example, users should be able to order key fields, change colour schemes, and alter the presence or absence of visualisation aspects (such as connecting lines).

**Persist customisation** Customisation should persist – users do not want to have to set up their ideal ‘view’ every time they come to inspect traces but should be able to save their preferences and select the configuration that best matches their investigation. Doing this reduces effort each time a user revisits a visualisation and streamlines the ability to repeat a workflow as they can jump directly to what they need.

Customisation and persistence offer a wealth of future potential research directions which we discuss in depth in §9. An interesting challenge with DT is to determine how and where to bind the persistence of customisation. One option is to bind decisions per user; another could facilitate team members operating with a shared persistence; another is to persist visualisation customisation elements per individual trace; and another is to persist visualisation customisation to a user session that spans multiple tools.

### 7.2 G2: Simple Starting Point (C1, C2)
While power users are a common user group of DT, it is also important to provide an accessible entry point for novice users. Hence we advocate for the initial view of a trace in tooling to be as simple as possible. A simple starting point will reduce the initial visual clutter that new users currently experience. That is, designers may consider a constructivist alternative to the common visualisation mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand” [28]. Expert users may build a desired view based on their intuition and understanding of the data and system, expanding and investigating the relevant parts of the visualisation as necessary, building off of work on large graph exploration [53].

When coupled with further customisation and persistence (G1), users can simply return to this view whenever they want. Conversely, it also facilitates new users exploratively discovering aspects of the tracing visualisation without being overwhelmed by the initial view. One participant highlighted ongoing efforts to improve usability for novices:

> “Turning these overwhelming/complicated tools into something actionable to somebody that hasn’t taken a class is a challenge we’re starting to work on.” – P2

The first two guidelines address C1 by not restricting how a user can interact, and address C2 by allowing users to control the amount of information they are presented with.

To implement this guideline, we can benefit from prior research on domain-specific adaptations of the information-seeking mantra [54] and work on progressive disclosure [55].

There is also an opportunity for further work to reduce the threshold of experience and knowledge required to make progress in DT through approaches such as mixed-initiative user interfaces [56] to explore the balance between human and machine effort – automating some things while leaving some judgement to users to create a ‘best of both worlds’ situation for human-machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Capabilities of Existing Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 – Mismatched workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 – Excessive user burden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 – Unsupported interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 – One Size Doesn’t Fit All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 – Data quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
teaming by leveraging automated analysis of the huge amount of data available and presenting it to users.

7.3 G3: Search-based Navigation (C1, C2, C3)
Search is a key interaction mode that differs significantly from manual exploration. Users often know what they’re looking for – something specific in a trace. Search must therefore be a fundamental interaction supported by tools. Moreover, users need to search on all elements of the underlying trace data, even those not being displayed in the current visualisation. In support of search-based navigation, particularly for novice users, efforts may be informed by decades of HCI research on direct manipulation [57]. In particular, dynamic query widgets [58] are shown to improve both performance and user satisfaction for searching and filtering.

This guideline addresses C3 by facilitating tasks that users have a desire to carry out but currently can not do easily with the existing tooling. Furthermore it addresses C1 by allowing more of the data to be leveraged, rather than the existing narrow view of workflows and reduces the user burden from C2 by allowing greater exposition of the underlying data.

7.4 G4: Interlinking (C1, C2, C3, C4)
Ideally, tools provide links to visualise data in other tools. This immediately reduces the amount of effort on users as they can navigate directly between tools and easily go back and forth. This guideline is not directly related to visual design but is nonetheless a critical part of the ecosystem of usage.

Loosely-coupled tools. While interlinking can be implemented by directly linking to other tools, this approach is brittle over time due to the continual development of new tools and interfaces. Eventually it will be infeasible to manually link each tool to each other tool. Some existing proprietary DT solutions – such as Lightstep [6] – have begun to address this problem by building ‘comprehensive tools’. This approach does allow for easier linking between sections of the analysis pipeline, but it is unclear whether this approach will be sufficiently scalable to deal with new tools and visualisation approaches, or flexible enough to address the needs of users – such as our users who we found enjoyed the ability to choose between different tools for visualising traces.

Ideally, tools can make use of a level of indirection via some external management framework. Developers and designers of tools would only need to expose the relevant types of data they can visualise. This requires an infrastructural change that we strongly believe would aid both users and developers of the tools in more smoothly linking the different aspects of a DT workflow together.

Reusing state instead of starting from scratch. Users often want to take the state from one step of their troubleshooting and apply it to another, e.g., while looking at one trace, the user may want to then load different data. Systems should support using a current visualisation as context for populating other visualisations.

Dropping to programmatic access. Some of the problems that require users to go away and look at the underlying data could potentially be solved in situ by exposing more of the data. Tools should make it easy to take data and state and begin working programmatically. This can be achieved by exposing the specific queries to the underlying trace datastores that reproduce the data being visualised. We recommend that tools can ease the transition by providing prepopulated synthesised queries for similar traces that can be directly executed in a console. Moreover, due to the prevalence of browser-based analytics notebooks, tools could directly pre-populate a runnable notebook on behalf of the user, and open it in a new browser tab. This would substantially cut down time and errors introduced by doing these steps manually. There is minimal prior work into linking visualisations to programmatic data access, but some inspiration may be found in ‘Utopia Documents’ [59] which aimed to link academic articles with research data and has seen some use in bioinformatics fields.

Successfully implementing interlinking would greatly reduce the impact of C1 and C2 by reducing the existing extreme isolation of DT visualisation and instead beginning to recognise individual trace visualisation as one part of a rich analytical workflow. It additionally addresses C3 and C4 by making the transitions between tools less disruptive and reliant on existing knowledge.

7.5 G5: Interaction History (C1, C2, C4)

History within a visualisation. Visualisations should be designed in a way that fully encapsulates the state that can be returned to and re-rendered, as well as applied to subsequent steps. Tools should assume that users want to go back and forth both within and across visualisations, and might want to return to a previous state. Accordingly, efforts on visualisation provenance can suggest techniques for preserving and navigating states of an analysis, elevating the importance of analytic processes to have equal or greater importance to analytic results [60].

A stateful approach to visualising traces would allow for a history of interactions and for users to be able to effectively undo previous transformations on the data. Implementing this robustly will also aid in inter-linking (G4) visualisations, which can be achieved by sharing the state of the previous visualisation to use as a starting point for the next.

History for reproducibility. A history of interactions with tools and the associated state would also allow analysts to share their analyses in a much more in-depth manner, showing another user exactly how they arrived at a certain result. This would also be beneficial when trying to introduce new users to the tool.

History as feedback for visualisation developers. If interaction history is recorded, it can be leveraged by visualisation developers to gain insights about user interactions. Visualisation developers could leverage usage data to understand how users interact with systems, without having to rely on time-consuming qualitative interviews. Moreover, as described in §4, current DT users are disparate, which reduces the amount of communication and visibility between developers and users. Automating this feedback is therefore a compelling solution.

For example, if tools offer multiple views of the same data and customisation options, the time spent in each view and the selected options should be recorded. This data can be leveraged for understanding common user settings and correlating different user groups and levels of experience. It is also an opportunity to better understand the complex interactions a user has between various tools, by recording entry and exit points or, if possible, which tools are accessed immediately before and after the current tool.

This guideline can be informed by related work on monitoring users’ interactions [61] and work on building in feedback [62]. This data could also be directly applied back to the visualisation to show users popular interface options, along with other augmentations, such as those presented in the work on Scented Widgets [63].

Recording interaction history can empower developers to address C1 by understanding what users actually use and find
We observed that in practice, comparison is commonplace, even work has explored this topic [16], [67], but most of the proposed work on embedding visualisations in-situ could aid in reducing the without relying on years of experience to build up a deep contextual load on users, and novice users can begin to have some of the same insights as experienced users without relying on years of experience to build up a deep contextual mental model. This also makes things faster, as users often go back and forth between aggregate and non-aggregate data.

This guideline addresses C2 and C3 by objectively connecting data in aggregate to the single trace view and not relying on a user to infer this information from their mental model. Concepts such as external cognition [65] and focus+context [29] coupled with work on embedding visualisations in-situ could aid in reducing the cognitive load on users.

Aggregate context can be drawn from a variety of different populations and can be stratified along many different dimensions. For example, it could consider all traces ever, only traces containing certain services, or traces from the last 24 hours, to name some options. Prior work has described a need to stratify by diverse features such as geographic region, operating system version, and machine type [9]. Future work must solve the problem of whether to prevent the user from being overwhelmed with multiple different visualisations, facilitate customisation of the aggregated population, or visualise the uncertainty of the corpus that is being used.

Participants repeatedly highlighted the importance of aggregate context for extracting the value from DT visualisations, noting the necessity of aggregate data for deciding which traces were important to inspect. To reduce reliance on mental models we propose that, where possible, developers should integrate aggregate data into single trace views to provide as much context as is feasible about the trace. A concrete example would be to display per span latency distributions within a single trace visualisation. This reduces the mental burden on expert users, and novice users can begin to have some of the same insights as experienced users without relying on years of experience to build up a deep contextual mental model. This also makes things faster, as users often go back and forth between aggregate and non-aggregate data.

A recent study evaluated alternative approaches to imputing and visualising missing data, finding that explicitly highlighting missing values led to better perceived data quality than breaking visual continuity [69]. Hence, work investigating visualising missing data could guide future work in this area.

A more general principle here is that investigating large traces and malformed data is a crucial part of analysis carried out by users and so, much like comparison, it should also be treated as an important aspect in the development of the tool. In doing so developers can address C2 by not relying on users to simply know when data is malformed, and can begin to address C5 with more complex approaches to interacting with malformed data.

8 Analysis of Existing Tools

To understand how well the current state-of-the-art tooling satisfies the needs of DT users we derived a small survey to illustrate the capabilities of existing widely-used systems. The questions were derived from our open discussions and helped inform the guidelines in §7. Table 1 summarises the results and shows which capabilities drove specific guidelines and how well existing solutions satisfy these guidelines. The survey comprises some of the most widely used DT tools available (4 open source, 8 commercial) and the tools used by our experts (Comp.A,B). For commercial tools we gleaned answers in two main ways: some tools such as Honeycomb and Lightstep offer interactive sandboxes; for others we relied on documentation and video presentations to ascertain functionality. In some cases, marked as ‘unclear’, we were unable to ascertain the answer due to a lack of information.

Overall, we observe that while some tools satisfy some guidelines, no tool satisfies all; moreover, the tools used by our expert users are neither significantly better nor worse than the existing open-source or commercial tools.

All of the tools offer very limited customisation and persistence (G1). Additionally, tools consistently failed to address presentation of large traces (G8). Despite the importance to users, it was difficult to ascertain how well commercial solutions would deal with large traces or malformed traces; in sandbox environments the largest trace was only approximately 40 spans, compared to thousands of spans described by practitioners in our study.
Although users frequently raised the importance of malformed or corrupted traces, none of the tools provided information regarding how or if they could display them, with the exception of Sentry, which provided detailed focus on highlighting malformed traces and drawing users’ attentions to areas of traces where data was suspected to be missing.

The ability to search within a trace (G3) is, with the exception of DynaTrace, exclusively limited to searching on service name if at all, and does not leverage any other data from a span.

One area where commercial tools performed better than our experts’ tools was switching between tools (G4). This occurred because commercial tools package ‘comprehensive’ all-in-one solutions to facilitate trace discovery and inspection in a single tool. As outlined in §7.4 this does improve user experience, but is a brittle approach as it ties users into performing all their analysis in one tool or suite of tools – something we explicitly saw our users did not want. None of the tools facilitate programmatic access to the underlying data in any straightforward manner.

Commercial solutions also better support aggregate comparison (G7) and identifying outlier traces (G6) and even spans (New Relic, Lightstep). However, when examining an individual trace this aggregate context is then lost and cannot be seen. The only exception is Honeycomb which provides comparison to the aggregate within the individual trace view. Removing this aggregate context makes it hard for users, especially new ones, to understand whether a trace or span is performing as expected.

Finally, no tool supports comparing 2 individual traces or 2 sets of traces, despite being a key use case identified by our users.

9 Discussion

9.1 Limitations

The major limitation of our work is the small number of participants. As detailed in §3.1, when seeking experienced users this is an unavoidable byproduct of the nascent of DT as a domain area. Additionally, having recruited from two major internet companies there is a caveat that our results are most relevant to these large, real-time environments. We have mitigated the risk of biasing our results towards these specific companies in two ways.

Firstly, the companies we recruited from are at the forefront of practically using DT and represent the state-of-the-art in utilising open-source (company B) and bespoke (company A) solutions. We have not recruited from companies using obscure solutions.

Secondly, the specific participants we recruited are experts in the DT domain area. All participants have extensive experience, working with more than one solution and though our results may still be skewed towards specific solutions our participants currently use, we encouraged them to speak in as general terms as possible to ensure more broadly relevant results. Additionally, P1 and P5 have both been actively involved in the implementation and maintenance of two of the most widely used open-source DT solutions and have deep knowledge of the current state-of-the-art as a result.

Finally, in §4 we establish two types of users, before going on to mainly focus on consumers in §5. Although only two of our participants represent pure consumers, potentially skewing results to their experiences, all participants have long-term experience working as consumers with the majority still actively doing so (and not just developing or maintaining them).

9.2 Open Problems

Through this work we have exposed several challenges and corresponding future research directions. In this section we extract several research topics that we believe can have a broader impact beyond just the DT application domain.

Multi-Variate Comparison. Trace comparison is analogous to work on graph comparison [70]. Trace comparison adds significant complexity as the data is multivariate, with multiple possible dimensions to stratify for comparison. Rather than just focusing on structural differences between generated graphs, further problems are exposed such as temporal differences and parent-child relationships. Approaches in dynamic graph presentation [71] and temporal graph visualisation [72] may guide approaches, but it remains an open research direction.

Interactions between different tools. Analysts’ workflows involve an ecosystem of different tools rather than a single tool. This is prevalent in many other fields that touch on data analytics or data-driven decision making. Research has addressed this problem by facilitating multiple linked-view visualisations [73], dashboard design [74], as well as more contemporary work bridging the gap between data and written documents to ease workflows [75]. Within DT, companies have often developed fully integrated, single tools. However, none of these effectively solve the recurring problem of users wanting to interact with multiple standalone tools that leverage the same data and facilitate stateful interaction, consistent between investigations. Recent work has examined this problem when working with repeating text across multiple documents and tools [76] as well as beginning to apply these concepts to visualisation [77]. It still remains a rich and unsolved problem area. Standardisation may offer a solution, and the growing use of the OpenTelemetry [4] DT standard is an encouraging sign of progress towards more homogeneous and structured data.

Customisation of visualisation. It is difficult for a visualisation to solve all problems for all users. Customisation has attracted focus in dashboard presentation [78], but allowing a user to alter the visual representation of data has received less attention outside of classical approaches like bar and scatter plots [79]. There is often an inherent tradeoff between customisation and usability. For instance, this is exemplified by recent efforts in visualisation development tools such as d3 and vega-lite [80], [81], where the level of customisability tends to be inversely proportional to the level of coding effort required. There is opportunity to move deeper explore and manage this space of tradeoffs in distributed tracing visualisation and other application areas. This further introduces questions surrounding persistence and coordination – should customisation be persisted based on the user’s profile, or on the data that they are interacting with?

A sub problem of customisation is how to hide information whilst giving an honest representation. This has implications in fields such as visualising uncertainty in data [82], and diverse customisation for differing personas [83].

Large data interactions. No tools adequately supported interacting with large traces. There is a physical limit to what can be displayed on the screen and the data itself is so large that processing time may become prohibitive. Novel techniques for navigating within large traces may find impact in other application domains, e.g. text visualisation – looking for specific passages, searching legal documents, analysing language used in reporting. Conversely, prior approaches may apply to DT, such as searching
and filtering [84], explorative lenses [85], and decluttering techniques such as temporal distortion [86]; though there remain open questions, e.g. should lenses be a linked view or directly integrated. Similarly, prior work on progressive visualisation [87] may likewise inform scalability of large trace visualisation and suggest smarter pre-fetching solutions.

Visualisation is useful for helping users find patterns in rich, structured data; formalising this is a compelling future direction. Other application domains deal with multi-faceted and large-scale data, and inspiration may be found in areas such as multivariate graph searching [88] and multivariate matrix navigation [84].

**User interaction history.** User interaction history is often stored (although seldom in DT). How can this be leveraged? Are there ways to take the same repeated actions and re-use them on new data and reduce analysts’ wasted effort? Furthermore, effectively linking data back to developers to inform their future design decisions is another open area. Work in this area could similarly feed usage data back to end-users to display how other users of the tool are using it [63], thus helping novice users too.

Although we focused our findings on the context of visualisation, they also offer implications and opportunities for future directions in areas such as algorithmic support in trace comparison and processing of large data before and during visualisation.

## 10 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the first characterisation of distributed tracing tools, derived from an interview study with six expert practitioners from two large internet companies. We presented coded lists of user groups, use cases, and challenges of existing tools; from these we derived eight guidelines for designing future distributed tracing tools. We surveyed state-of-the-art open-source and commercial distributed tracing tools and found that the majority of guidelines remain unsatisfied. Lastly, we highlighted five open problem areas that are relevant to distributed tracing and are also compelling future directions for visualisation research in general. Ultimately we hope our work opens up the application domain of distributed tracing both to more principled design and novel future visualisation contributions.
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